Terrific Techniques- Supply List
Peg Pennell
Supplies needed to practice the techniques taught in classSetting in circles
Fabric-Four 11” squares for background and four 8” squares for circle (oval, ellipse, circle)
Pencil and a marker to show on your fabric
Pins (optional)
Poster board 12” square
Pick-up Sticks
Fabric- An assortment (approximately 12 strips) of one inch wide fabric strips approximately
15” long (you can just bring some coordinating or contrasting fabrics and cut these in class if
you wish)
Rotary supplies- cutter, mat, ruler (at least 18” long)
Pencil or marker to show on your fabric
Foundation Piecing
One yard of freezer paper
Pencil- A mechanical pencil is best you, need to maintain a sharp point.
Fine tipped black Sharpie
Straight edge (I use a thin drafting ruler-with care you can use a rotary ruler)
Optional-Colored pencils to represent your chosen fabric colors. These are not necessary, but
can be helpful. Cheap is OK)
Fabric- The following will be enough for all four foundation pieced sections- all the
“background” is made with one fabric, ¾ yard is needed. For the “points” the sample uses
strips cut from my stash. For the center strip you will need one strip 2 ½” wide and at least
36” long. Each of the seven other colors requires two 1 ½” strips that are at least 36” long.
You may combine and use fewer fabrics if you wish, keeping in mind you will need two strips
for each “point”.
Basic class supplies
Sewing machine, extension cords, power strip
Thread-I used a mid tone gray for all sewing
Scissors-paper and fabric
Masking tape
Iron and pressing surface- we can share, 2-3 to an iron
Basic sewing supplies-anything you need to make you a happy quilter!
Additional supplies needed to complete a quilt top similar to the class sample.
A center panel, feature piece of fabric or block that is 17 ½” square including seam
allowance.
Inner border- 4” by width of fabric
Inner border corner stones, 2 sided borders on corner blocks, and outer corner stones- ¼
yard OR a fat quarter of each color (four used on sample quilt- you may use fewer if desired)
6” by width of a fabric for the middle border-the one attached to the pointy foundation pieced
section
Outer border -10” by width of fabric

